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Rediscovering community. If all goes well in the 
nation, we will be regaining more and more of our 
freedoms soon. We will be able to socialise and 
enjoy each other’s company. Travel restrictions 
will be relaxed. Restaurants, bars and cafes will 
open. We can go shopping, in real shops. I will be 
able to get a much-needed haircut. We will be able 
to rediscover what community is like. Here are 
some definitions of what community is just to 
remind us …. A community is a social unit with 
commonality such as norms, religion, values, 
customs, or identity. Communities may share a 
sense of place situated in a given geographical 
area or in virtual space through communication 
platforms (Wikipedia). Interesting to see the last 
bit of the definition. Sociologists identify that 
there are four main types of communities (there 
used to be only three): urban, suburban, rural and 
virtual, again that last one is now added to the list. 
But that is how it has been for the last year or so. 
Another example of community given is …  church. 

No disrespect to the URC, as if I would, but I think 
its helpful to people in our neighbourhood that we 
are known as a community church. There are 
other fellowships near us who rightfully hold that 
title, but it is a good one. It is a clue to what they 
are about. For non-church folk what does the 
denomination we belong to really mean. The title 
‘community’ relates far more to people where 
they are. So, if we can’t officially call ourselves a 
community church how will people respond to us. 
How will they know we are a community they may 
like to belong to? For most folks being in 
community is fairly simple. You take part or keep a 
distance as you see fit. Go for a walk say hello to a 
neighbour or join some kind of social group or 
club. A shared common interest bowls, golf, a 
lunch club even church. There are so many 
activities to join in, if you feel the urge. However, 
before we can engage with the community out 
there, we need to be a community within, get our 
act together. 

NOW THE SERIOUS BIT - Being a real viable 
authentic Christian community (church) in our 

 

community is potentially difficult, or at least we 
make it so. Firstly, we live in a culture of 
independence. There is a tension here because 
technically we are social beings, we need each 
other ‘No Man (woman) is an island’. However, to 
some the idea of heaven is a desert island where 
there are no people around. To some that feeling 
has been enhanced and endorsed by the recent 
lockdowns. It may be difficult for some to embrace 
the new freedoms. We have been conditioned to 
be in a virtual community. It’s a relatively safe 
place to be. Being ‘virtual’ has meant we have not 
been able to take any responsibility in our 
community and the challenges that brings. As 
Christians modelling our community on the New 
Testament teaching, we have to be more open in 
how we are living our faith. We are definitely not 
alone. We see the Trinity as the model for unity 
and community. Our continuing Bible study group 
studying Acts have seen the development of the 
early church and that has been very much based 
on sharing, fellowship, encouragement, total 
commitment and dependence on each other. 

Let’s face up to it church life is not always plain 
sailing. Being joined to God’s people is painful at 
times. People will annoy us. People will let us 
down. People will do things differently. But the 
bottom line is that we need each other. We need 
to work at the fellowship aspect admitting we are 
flawed frail humans struggling to make sense of it 
all. But real authentic community is what people 
crave deep down, because people still retain the 
image of God the creator. We need understand 
and accept it for ourselves and to show the world 
what a real community looks like. We also 
desperately need to tell/show them how to 
become part of it.  

Some answers for last week’s riddles – 1 Pen,  
2 Mother, 3 A combe, 4 A coin, 5 An egg. Sorry no 
room this week for puzzles; only to ask How will we 
be a viable community church in the New Normal? 
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